Primary Succession Recapitulates Phylogeny
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### Abstract

The parallelism between the process of primary succession and the evolution of life on this planet is remarkable and conspicuous, yet never been spotted before. The order, at which each seral community appear, right from the pioneer species until the climax communities, is by the order of appearance of the respective evolutionary lineages in the tree of life. Evolutionary history of life on this planet is, in fact, a massive and ongoing process of primary succession, and I believe that is the rationale for this striking harmony. Central premise of this postulation is the idea that the plants that have been evolved to adapt to an almost naked landscape would be the first to colonize new environments. In light of this parallelism, fields of ecological succession and phylogenetic systematics can mutually compliment for resolving perplexed conundrums, and can potentially enlighten the future of life on the planet earth.
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### Editorial

Ernst Haeckel’s pithy aphorism "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny," alternately referred as the recapitulation theory, biogenetic law or theory of embryonic parallelism, has been one of the pivotal observations in biology that integrated disciplines of evolutionary biology and developmental biology to the portmanteau EvoDevo. Haeckel’s observation was indeed simple: successive stages in the organism’s early (embryonic) development remarkably, albeit figuratively and metaphorically, reflect adult stages in the evolutionary history of respective species, and therefore he surmised the parallelism between ontogeny and phylogeny as interesting. While the recapitulation theory has largely been discredited in modern biology to accentuate the parallelism, not to refute the theory of common descent; temporal changes in the plant community structure of a particular locality are in an orderly manner. Clements [2] who is regarded as the founder of the discipline of succession-regarded plant communities as giant organisms. He coined the term "primary succession" to refer changes in undisturbed community structure beginning on the lifeless land with no soil present. On the other hand, secondary succession, described first by Gleason [3], embark on when a natural community is disturbed (for instance, aftermath of forest fire), but soil and seed stock remains.

When I first came across the topic of ecological succession, a parallelism between primary succession (albeit not the secondary succession) and the phylogeny became conspicuous; serial communities passes through successive stages that remarkably reflect stages in the evolutionary history of the lineages of the comprising species with which these communities are formed of. In my knowledge, no one has ever described this parallelism, despite it being as coherent as the full moon in a clear sky. Considering that no two extant species have been evolved from one another, this postulation is not about the species itself, but its “lineages” (phylogeny). For example, Sousa [4] demonstrated that green algal genus Ulva appear first and perennial red alga such as Gigartina appear last in his experiment to trace primary succession of seaweed communities on concrete boulders kept at intertidal habitat, Ellwood Beach, California. If probability of having such a successional pattern across other places in the world is statistically significant, this could potentially indicate that chlorophyceans (rather than genus Ulva) appearing anterior to rhodophyceans (rather than genus Gigartina) in time-calibrated tree of life- a topic of considerable debate in algal phylogenetic systematics. Fossils of red algae Bangiomorpha had been discovered from arctic Canada that is 1.2 billion years old, making them oldest known fossils of any Eukaryotes. However, the absence of described fossils that old of green algae cannot render our earlier proposition that green algae being older than red algae invalid. Fossil evidence, however convincing it may, is widely discontinuous due to a multitude of factors such as differential rate of fossilization. The case might merely that the fossils of green algae older than Bangiomorpha are to be discovered.
Primary succession begins with a pioneer species - that establishes first in the lifeless substratum - characterized by r-selected species such as bacteria, algae, and mosses. Pioneer community transforms itself to successive intermediate successional stages (seres). The final seral stage, sometimes referred as climax community, is characterized by K-selected species, such as hardwood trees. These orderly stages remarkably reverberate evolutionary history of the lineages of these species itself; for instance bacteria to algae to mosses to ferns to spermatophytes.

I believe the cardinal reason for this surprising consonance between primary succession and phylogeny is that the entire evolutionary history of life on earth can be viewed as a colossal and incessant process of primary succession. Eubacteria might have been the pioneer species of earth’s early evolutionary history. Each successive communities of organisms, be it cyanobacteria, protists, archeplastidans, or chromistans, are seral stages of increasing complexity. In this progression, earlier seres in fact coexist with the newer seres, not being replaced with.

The potential impact of this parallelism is phenomenal. It might even be possible to reconstruct the past seres, or predict the future seres, by phylogenetic analysis of the species involved. Contrasting models of ecological succession, such as climax-pattern model, facilitation model, inhibition model, tolerance model, etc., can be used to refine models of phylogenetics, and vice versa. The analogy between the evolution of life on earth and primary succession can enlighten an array of conundrums on both fields. For example, amongst contrasting species, which species originated first in the tree of life (for instance, Cycads, Ginkgos or Conifers). Conversely, as shade intolerant trees appear anterior to the shade tolerant trees in forest succession, the character state “shade tolerance” might be a derived state (apomorphy). Likewise, we may also infer that r-selected species are evolutionarily more primitive than K-selected species.

Lastly, it is now understood that those species that appear first in ecological succession (i.e., pioneer species) also disappear last, and those species that appear last in ecological succession (i.e., climax species), also disappear first (Sousa) [4]. If we interpret tree of life in light of the parallelism propounded in this write-up, we may postulate that species such as eubacteria that appeared first on the tree of life would be the one that disappears last, and species such as human beings that appeared last would be the first to disappear, an argument that corroborates “Oreo Model” [5,6], with multicellular “cream” sandwiched between two prokaryotic “cookies”.
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